
Easy reptiles for people
So you decided to own your first reptile? It is a very good decision! Now you may have an
enormous and difficult question - “Which reptile is right for me?”. So let's solve this problem!
I divided this big and simple theme into 3 parts. 1st part - easy reptiles for beginners, 2nd
part - reptiles for kids and 3rd part - unique easy reptiles.
WARNING: I wrote this paragraph based in onle my opinion and information from YouTube,
internet, etc. And I took the idea from Clint’s Reptiles, Wickens Wicked Reptiles and Elle’s
reptile(if someone of you is reading this, thanks for idea))))
Part 1st - Easy Reptiles For Beginners
All next reptiles in this part have 5 common things:

Avialable You can find these reptiles in every pet
shop (but I DO NOT recommend buying
pets in pet shops).

Affordable They can be “expensive” but their keeping
is cheap. Because you can buy 20$ Basilisk
and then spend a lot of money to keep him.

Easy to House As I said later, keeping these reptiles isn't
expensive, but it needs to be easy to! So
keeping them is easy and cheap.

Easy diet This theme is connected with other two:
Affordable and Easy to House. Because
their diet is cheap, easy and interesting.

Interactive These reptiles are fun and fun to watch,
their life is very interesting and it is very
exciting to watch them.

First before we started, I warn you that there aren't any reptiles in this part that have a first
place or second, because for different people different reptiles are better - or worse. And in
this theme I am saying only basic information, so if you choosed a reptile ,please, first
search for more detailed information through the internet and YouTube.

Leopard gecko. Leopard geckos are very popular and famous since
they were highly domesticated about 1970. It is a very calm animal, no
biting,no jumping or fast moves. Leopard geckos can drop their tail,
but it is rare and often isn’t very good. Because leopard geckos live in
desert reliefs and they save fat and useful resources in their tail.

Gargoyle/crested gecko. It is a energycal and fast animal, it can
unintentionally bite you but it won’t hurt you, they love to jump so don’t
hold it high from hard surface. And they can drop the tail every
moment they want! But unfortunately crested geckos can’t regenerate
it while gargoyle can. The one difference is that a gargoyle gecko is a
little bigger than a crested. But they have a lot of useful similarities: for
both of them will be a good 20 gallon(76l) tank and they have similar
diet. Both are from New Calezonia - an island where there are a lot of
famous geckos. Their terrarium needs to have 50-70% humidity, you
need to mist them and they need a bowl of water too.



Bearded dragon. We finished with geckos and we are moving to the
next reptiles. Bearded dragons are bigger than reptiles later, but they
are adorable and smart! They need a 120 gallon(455l) tank, UVB light
and they are more expensive than the other three geckos later.
Bearded dragons have a very diverse diet and thay don’t lose tail. Yes
it is way more expensive to keep them, but beardiers have their own
personality and it is very exciting.

Corn snake. Now we are going ahead to snakes. Warning: snakes
eat rodons, so if you love/hate rodons, snakes aren’t for you.
They are small snakes for what you need: 40-75 gallons (151l-284l), a
bowl of water and small rodons like mice/rats(I repeat if you hate/love
rodons snakes aren’t for you). It is very fun and exciting to play with
snakes and with corn snakes too!

Ball python. Warning: snakes eat rodons, so if you love/hate
rodons, snakes aren’t for you. They are called ball pythons because
they love to roll into a ball! They are way calmer than corn snakes.
They are perfect snakes for beginners because they are calm, smart
and very beautiful. You need a 40+ gallon (150+ l) tank and of course
small rodons as a diet (mice/rats).


